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keeps these students motivated.
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A.

I president to address BOG
sident of the University
als of Illinois, the union
resents the faculty at
and the other Board of
' universities, will speak
Thursday at its monthin Macomb.
Vogel said the topic of his
the BOG members will
· g that is all that surpriswill explain the concerns
UPI has about the negotianew contract.
faculty members have

been working without a contract
since Sept. 2 and, through numerous negotiation sessions with the
BOG, have been unable reach a settlement.
Vogel said the UPI-represented
faculty at Western Illinois
University may have an informational picket planned, but he did not
know their specific plans, except
that picket signs will be posted at
the meeting.
The status of negotiations has
not changed - the BOG is still not
willing to give faculty the salary
raises, better health care benefits
and early retirement options they

are asking for, Vogel said.
However, he added "there is always
hope."
Vogel said before the union takes
a strike vote, they will complete
mediation. However, it may take
some time to make arrangements
through legal channels to get a
mediator, he added.
The executive board of the UPI
can legally take a strike vote at any
time, said Vogel, but they have chosen to complete mediation first.
A number of faculty members
will be present at the meeting to
give Vogel support in his speech to
the BOG.

cycl.i ng process lacks a loop
note: This is the second
'n a three-part series on
ss of recycling throughnation, the state, the city

CHAMBERS
technocrats in the state
of improving ailing recyrts in Illinois, they usution a need to "close the

oop they speak of is the
recycle symbol consistree arrows. One arrow
ts collection, another repprocessing and the third,
ing goods into the conket. The major problem
recycling efforts is that

Analysis
the loop is incomplete: It lacks a
sound middle.
"The industry is still in its
infancy, and still experimenting
with new processing technology,"
said Dave Smith, a recycling specialist with the Illinois
Department of Energy and
Natural Resources. "The process

mecorDing parade
ted for Saturday
YMYERS
ing is set for "smooth
for Eastern's homecome, which is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. Saturday,
Grimier, co-chair for

de, which is expected
ut two hours, has 114
that come from the
de route will start off
north on Seventh Street
e Charleston Square
return south on Sixth
then return to Seventh
hind Boatmen's Bank
coin Avenue and will
to the Buzzard Build-

"The (Charleston) police
might be putting flyers on cars
and ads in the local papers about
the streets being closed," she
said. "We will be putting up
signs at 5 a.m. so I imagine no
one will be parked there."
The Charleston Police and the
parade committee will work
together to ensure the street
closings go smoothly for the
public, Grimier said.
Grimier and other parade
organizers will be starting early
to get ready for the two-hour
event.
Grimier said her committee
will begin painting numbers on
the street for the parade lineup at
2 or 3 a.m. Saturday.
"We will move floats into the
lineup at 5 a.m.," Grimier said.
"Most floats are built far away
at the fairgrounds, so they need
a police escort to the lineup.
"To go on Lincoln Avenue,
they need the police escort."
The two categories for judging float entries are flatbed
floats and flatbed with movable
parts.

has a breakdown in the fact that
there's not enougli plants to take
.
the recycling material."
But the need to close that loop
is becoming increasingly pressing.
.
Environmentalists and government officials say a major problem is slowly creeping up on the
state. By 1994, Illinois landfills
are expected to be filled to capacity, so legislators have taken the
initiative to head off this problem
by pushing recycling legislation.
Most of the legislation, however, has ironically been tripped up
by the legislative process itself.
In the last year, 94 bills outlin'
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Associate photo editor
ing recycling reforms have been
introduced into the Illinois
General Assembly .and 68 have
L<iuren Shaft crawls through the legs of Carla Sphar Wednesday to help
• Continued on page 2
Alpha Sigma Tau win the "Fun Games," which is a homecoming activity.

Playing games

Hot
Bonfire to ignite Homecoming
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

Promoting school spirit and the theme of
"America the Beautiful: EIU salutes the Red,
White and Blue" are the objectives of the
Homecoming bonfire/pep rally Thursday evening.
The pep rally will get underway at 8 p.m. on
the Lawson{faylor court.
"We'll be at the basketball courts to give
speeches and so that the (Eastern marching) band,
the cheerleaders and the Pink Panthers can perform," said Bob Cohn, Homecoming spirit cochair.
Cohn said those who will give spirit speeches
include himself, Amy Jobin, spirit co-chair, and
Martha Price, student body president.
Kim Danielewicz and Mike Hampton will
introduce the Homecoming court and then football Coach Bob Spoo will speak and introduce the
football captains, Cohn said.
The band, the cheerleaders and the Pink
Panthers
give performances following the
speeches, he added.
"(The purpose of the bonfire/pep rally is) to get
people pumped for the football game on Saturday
against (Illinois State University), which starts at
2 p.m.," Cohen said.

will

"There will be a kick-off (Saturday), which
used to be on Sunday, in the tailgate area before
the game," Cohen added.
"I hope a lot of people will come (to the bonfire/pep rally)," Cohen said.
"We hope this will be the best bonfire we've
ever had."
After the speeches and performances, the crowd
will be moved to where the bonfire will be lit, and
they will gather around the fire.
"Organizations who have turned in their spirit
applications will throw into the fire their effigy
and then do a cheer," Cohen said.
"And everyone will get fired up and have a
great time.
"I want to encourage all the residence halls to
come to the bonfire/pep rally to show their school
spirit," he added.
Homecoming activities occurring on Saturday
are the parade, which begins at 9:30 a.m.; the
game kick-off at 12:30 in the tailgate area behind
O'Brien Stadium; and the football game against
the ISU Redbirds at 2 p.m.
The Homecoming Dance, sponsored by the
Black Student Union, will begin Saturday at 10
p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Grand Ballroom.
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Speakers discuss rules
to ensure water quality
shoreline, cut trees at the edge of
the scarp, plant willows at the
shoreline or provide seasonal lowering of the lake level.
Rip-rapping is surrounding the
shoreline with some type of barrier to prevent shoreline erosion.
Amy Burns, statewide coordinator for the Illinois Environ-mental Protection Agency, said four
major sources that cause proble!IlS
for the lake's quality is agriculture,
in-place containments, shoreline
erosion and urban run-off.

ByLIZSZORC
Staff writer

Six speakers Wednesday discussed rules and regulations to
ensure water restoration and quality and prevent shoreline erosion
by providing background information on the development of the
Charleston side-channel reservoir.
Vincent Gutowski, of the geology/geography department, said
some of the methods that can be
used to ensure restoration and
quality is to rip-rap the entire

Ron Leathers selected
as Boss of the Year
By WILLIAM DUNNE
Staff writer

At the third annual Bosses'
Day luncheon Wednesday Ronald
Leathers, assistant dean of the
department of education, was
selected Boss of the Year.
Redith Campbell, head of the
Office Staff Support Group, said
there was a national holiday for
the bosses, but not one here on
campus, so the group decided to
hold an event for bosses at

Eastern.
"We thought it would be something special to notice the role of
the bosses," Campbell added. The
Office Staff Support Group has
sponsored the luncheon, which
was held in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union Grand
Ballroom, for the past three years.
In order to choose the winner
of this event, office support members have to type up a letter
explaining the Ieason why their
employer should win the event.

FROM PAGE ONE
Recycle
News and World Report.
•From page one
But Illinois has tons of old newi;Collective legislation, such as
local efforts state-wide to improve papers wasting away in local landrecycling efforts, have traveled the fills because the only plant in the
spectrum from sublime to ridicu- state that can recycle old newspalous: From the Solid Waste pers, FSC Corp. in Alsip, doesn't
Management Act mandating a 25 .h ave the capacity to process the
percent reduction in landfill-bound estimated 21 million tons of paper
garbage through recycling efforts to waste produced in Illinois each
a Chicago Tribune article reporting year.
"The problem is the supply is
the Calument City Council drafting
a resolution imposing a $100 fine plentiful but the demand is not
for residents who don't attempt to plentiful," said Tun Bramlet of the
Illinois Retail Merchants Assocrecycle their trash.
Last year the Illinois Supreme iation, a state-level interest group
Court set a national precedent of representing industry recyclers.
their own by adapting rules requir- "Most centers actually lose
money."
ing lawyers to use recycled paper.
FSC has the capacity to recycle
Current Illinois recycling efforts
have been relatively successful in only 200,000 tons of paper, which
all areas except recycling paper includes newsprint, per year
products, which has ground to a according to corporation partner
Stanley Tamkin.
halt
Bramlet said industry recyclers
Smith said the demand and, consequently, the profits are great in are exploring a new market and are
the area of glass, steel and alu- continually searching for the most
minum. However, what has largely efficient technology to make recytripped up paper recycling is the cling profitable and worthwhile to
undertake.
processing of old newspapers.
"Until that Oc:curs, it's going to
Nationwide recycling "newsprint
be
a problem of incentives," he
capacity has risen 14 percent in the
last two years" and has amounted said.
But the state isn't lacking in
to a "$93 profit margin for every
incentives.
The Department of
ton of recycled newsprint" for one
northern newspaper recycler and Energy and Natural Resources and
demand for newsprint has reached the Illinois Environmental
"desperate" levels in California and Protection Agency have doled out
six other states. according to U.S. almost $8.7 million in grants and

U11~arty's

loans to 222 recycling projects
since 1987. Projects from experimental curbside collection systems
to new technology in separating
newsprint from old newspapers
have seen a boom in the last year,
receiving around $4 million of that
share of grants and loans.
Smith said the state has gone
through stages in an attempt to
make recycling successful.
Educating the public as well as collecting the material have been
important in the past, but currently
the emphasis is on creating a market for that material by encouraging
the private sector to come up with
experimentation. Figures from the
Department of Energy and Natural
Resources for the last four years
bear that out
The state has given only
$500,000 in grants to local efforts
to ~ucate ~e pubµ.~. anc:i mor~. ~
$8 million has gone to research and·
development. · ·
.
So the state is creating programs
"aimed at the government stimulat(ing) the demand," Bramlet said.
One way the state has attempted
to create a demand in recycled
paper is a recent bill signed into
law by Gov. Jim Edgar to "authorize all public elementary and secondary schools in Illinois to buy
paper and paper products manufactured with recycled materials whenever economically and practically

feasible." The bill would call for
schools to purchase up to 50 percent of their paper as recycled by
2001. The catch is, like most new
programs under the Edgar administration to date, the state will not
give additional funding for schools
to purchase recycled paper, which
is right now more expensive than
"virgin" paper.
Will this work?
"I think the philosophy is wellmeaning, but you 're not going to
change the market just because
schools buy recycled goods,"
Bramlet said.
Edgar said in a press release after
signing this legislation, which he
hopes will help close the recycling
loop, "Many of our citizens are
becoming more environmentally
conscious and are voluntarily recycling increased amounts of their
garbage."
Recyclers and environmentalistS
would agree with this,.but this isn't
the problem.
Regardless of the environmental
consciousness of those collecting
the trash, until the profits are present for the industry's taking, the
loop in the recycling circle will
remain open for some time to
come.
"Overall, we have to be patient
to let the demand catch up,"
Bramlet said.
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World Food Day sparks interest
and promotes _student awareness
By TANYA ZIEGLER
Staff writer

MIKE ANSCHUETZIAssociate photo editor

ping it out
igh, who is a teacher a( Charleston High School, explains South America's nine largest cities
at a panel discussion in the Charleston/Mattoon Room for World Food Day.

ironmental group changes
e to increase involvement

New co~mittee evaluates majors

all the materials we've gathered,
and we 're going to try to come up
shops throughout the spring and
with a common proposal," .Sutton
As part of the Council on said.
fall semesters, tackling such
Sutton said that material
issues as cultural diversity, Academic Affairs' continuing
evaluation
of
academic
majors,
a
includes
information from the
racism, subtle diversity, and the
new
committee
has
been
created
Assessment
Committee, The
local environment.
to help the CAA establish. guide- Study on Undergraduate EducaThey will ' also sponsor
• ti on, written comments from
lines for its review. PeaceFest, to be held this sp"We've got a committee that departments and a proposal by
ring, Baharlou said.
now has been set up that is com- CAA member Ron Gholson.
EARTH members meet bi- posed of all the chairs and vice
"Dr. Gholson at the last meetmonthly at 6 p.m. in room 107 chairs of the CAA, the Council ing attempted ~ condensation of
of Blair Hall. The group posts on Teacher Education and the the SUE report on the major,"
important notices and minutes Graduate Council," CAA Chair Sutton said. "We had a motion
and a second on that so we could
of their meetings on the secon9_ Ken Sutton said.
·
The
three
cbuncils
that
comput it in the minutes for everyone
floor bulletin board of Blair·
pose
the
committee
are
t_
h..ose,
to
s~e."
'.
,
..
Han, Baharlmi said. ·· •.,.,
councils that will have a direct
Sutton said the committee will
The dues for the organization role in the evaluation of the aca- meet next week to determine
are $2 per semester, she added, demic majors.
what the criteria for the review of
and new members are always
"We're going to be looking at the majors will be .
welcome. The meeting dates are
posted in the Campus Clips section of the Daily Eastern News.
In the past, EISCCAP has
Tarble Arts Center and the art
By RANA WOODSON
sponsored such activities as
Staff
intern
department. The exhibition pro-·
protesting the proposed lowvides art faculty members the
level nuclear waste dump site in
Eastern art faculty members chance to present some of their
Martinsville and letter-writing
will present some of their own current works to the community
campaigns for environmental
artwork at the 1991 Art Faculty and students, sculpture professor
issues, Baharlou said.
Exhibition Saturday at the Tarble Jeff Boshart said.
EARTH's main goal is the
Arts Center.
"The majority of the faculty
"At least 22 faculty members take advantage of this chance -to
donation of money to local charwill have their work shown at , show off some of their work,"
ities, she added . To raise this
the exhibition," said Michael Boshart said.
money, EARTH collects money
Watts,
art center director. "Work
He added that the exhibit is
through dues and the time and
presented at the exhibit are as not a mandatory event. The art
effort its members donate, Clegg
different as they are presented on faculty members took a vote and
said.
·
that sheet of paper."
decided it would be good opporWorkshops will be given by
Exhibits provided at · Tarble tunity for them to show off their
EARTH on such topics as subtle
will range from all areas of art work.
diversity, local environment,
including weaving, metals,
"This is a welcome obligacultural diversity and racism.
ceramics, paintings, drawings, tion," Boshart said. "I'm not one
graphic designs, printmakings of those professors who just does
These workshops will be held
and sculptures.
research and doesn't accomplish
within fall and spring semesters,
The
exhibition
is
an
annual
anything:"
Baharlou said.
program co-sponsored by the
Boshart said the exhibit gives
By TYLER PIERCE

Staff writer

organization that strives
e cultural and environawareness on campus
tly changed its name to
e people involved and
in the group.
roup, formerly known
Illinois Students and
nity Concerned About
EISCCAP, has changJ name to Expanding
'ss and Responsibility
Humanity, or EARTH.
ughout the year we are
in issues that need our
. We try to front social
ironmental change, not
hind," Co-President
Baharlou said.
H works closely with
's recycling committee,
na Clegg , who is also
dent for the organizaH also works closely
) Student EnvironmentCoalition, SEC, which
·onal student environrganization," Baharlou

) SEC is a computergrou p based in
·n that links Eastern
ns.
e are l ,200 college
and 500 high schools
in this effort," Clegg

(tight or dark)
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"We will try to come back with
something common or at least
harmonious for the three councils
so that when we devise an assessment process, it will be likely
that we will be similar," Sutton
said.
"That's what's going on behind
the scenes. The CAA itself will
probably have something from
our group in a couple weeks."
The CAA Thursday will
review several course proposals
and a change in the mathematics
undergraduate degree program.
"I'd guess that the next meetings will mainly concentrate on
tidying up course proposals
because we 're facing a catalog
deadline," Sutton said, referring
to the upcoming deadline for the
1992-93 undergraduate catalog.

Faculty to present art during faculty exhibit

onitea1Mother's ...
. Pauli Nite

World Food Day made students .
aware of the actual punger problems that not only Charleston
faces, but the world, according to .
Ruth Dow, local food day coordinator.
Dow said there was quite..a bit
of interest within the audience ar
the two sessions held in the
Charleston-Mattoon Room in.the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Four international panelists
from Brazil, the Carribean and the
United States were on hand to
answer questions on world
hunger. The 11 a.m. session was
broadcast in the United States,
Canada and Latin America. Dow
said this year's focus was on
Latin America.
"We encourage people to work
together year round, and help peo-

ple be _aware of the problem,"
Dow added.
Public relations students joined
together on a project to collect
canned foods to distribute to the
.needy. Boxes were set up around
campus, and McDonald's even
.helped the cause.
For every can of food given by
an individual, that person
received a free plastic McDonald ' s collector's cup and a free
beverage. According to Jamie
.Renfrow, McDonald's manager,
many students and faculty came
donating two .. or more cans and
only asked for one free cup.
Marta Ladd, the public
relations- professor that organized
the can collection project, said
approximately 700 to 750 cans
had been brought in. "If contributions continue to come in at the
rate they have been, I estimate
one thousand by Friday," said
Ladd.

, ,,.,.0 ••o.. ., ..... ~.

the students an opportunity to
look at their professor as an artist
and not just a teacher.
"It also lets the students know
what we're working on as professional artist's, and that we're
still growing and learning in our
profession," he said.
Also included in the exhibit
will be a slide show presentation
by art history professor Janet
Marquardt-Cherry. The slide
show presentation entitled
"Contemporary Women Artist
and the Still Life Tradition" will
be shown at 2 p.m. Nov. 3.
The exhibit will be open from
10 a.m. to 5 p .m . Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday.
A reception for the artists will
be held from 2 to 4 p.m. on Oct.
20.

It's titne
to
SAVE!
Homecoming Edition

···---~· - -···

is Conling!
25¢ Red Hots
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· of the editorial board. Columns
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Council should
reevaluate ·a ban
On leaf burning
We are disappointed in the Charleston
City Council's rejection of a student-proposed, citywide leaf-burning ban Oct. 1.
The issue to ban leaf burning in
.Charleston was introduced by Student
Senate member and city council representative Jim Reimer following a student referendum asking students if they were in support of a leaf burning ban in Charleston. The
students voted to ban the burning of leaves
in Charleston.
City Council members,
~ho were .once recep- - - - - - - t1ve to the idea of a ban
on burning, suddenly
changed their minds two weeks ago in
front of a packed city council meeting.
' following a heated hour-long discussion,
they voted the resolution down.
Only Commissioner Roger Rives, a
physician, voted in favor of the ban. Rives
rightly fears for the toxins in leaf-burning
smoke.
At this time of year the local hospital
receives a flood of patients, most asthmatic, complaining of respiratory problems due
to the smoke, Rives said. Some of the
cases, Rives said, are life-threatening.
Yet, council members feared that the
proposed ban would have made disposal .
of leaves impractical for many residents
because of their physical limitations or the
size of their lots. They expressed concern
over clogged sewers and messy streets due
to uncollected leaves.
The council is looking into . suggestions
for possible disposal of leaves ranging from
a city-funded shredder to composting and
only limited leaf burning days and hours.
Yes, this is a good first step, but council
members shouldn't be afraid to ban the leaf
burning altogethe·r.
Rives said that the ban has worked in
communities much larger than Charleston,
including Springfield, Mattoon and several
Chicago suburbs.
Environmental and health concerns alone
tell us this is a needed ordinance. In an age
where public smoking is taboo and the
greenhouse effect a serious concern, a total
leaf burning ban deserves consideration.
We urge the city council to reevaluate
their stand on the issue and take into effect
the health risks that the burning of leaves
will have on Eastern students and the citizens of Charleston.

A word to Eastern's Student Unions: uni
could possibly allow progress for each in
I have never been good at
groups' needs. The way I see it, the best w
math of any sort. In fact, it's pretthree unions to progress is to work with, i
ty safe to say I suck donkey with
against, each other. By doing this as on
the digits.
Instead of three, barriers would be broken.
In fact, I suck rhino. No. I suck
haps, each union would go into this "union of
blue whale and maybe even the
with an open mind and not just "looking after
blue whales father at math.
one."
However, I have come up with
· But maybe something more important th
an equation and solution of my
Ing communication lines between the org
own that, when applied to the
would happen. Perhaps these groups would
Black Student Union, the Hispanic
each other and realize something that h
Student Union and the ever-soknown, yet never really said, for a while.
seem i ngly stillborn White Tim
My theory states for all unions to lay do
Student Union, could probably Shellberg
guns. Aside from the color of our skin and our
work.
lar heritages and backgrounds, we're all pr
The equation reads something
like this: N (negative actions or prejudices) + P (posi- the same on the inside .
For my theory to work, however, the m
tive attempts to resolve the negative actions) = NP
tant ingredient would be for each member
(nothing but press).
union to feel /ndinea20to work together. If
What is wrong with this equation?
This is, by far, not meant to undermine the time and this hypothetical situation - force three
efforts by BSU president Kevin Evans, HSU head Jay their own separate views to work together,
Martinez or WSU conceiver Doug Hettinger (although would get done. The need for each groups
a trip to Forsyth County, Ga., is probably not the wis- want to see what they can collectively do
est method of trying to attract a membership. Try an both their individual selves and each other
Eric Clapton concert). But by creating a union desig- promote positive results.
I don't know much about mathematics, I
nated to "look out for the best interests of" a specific
racial or ethical group seems to get nothing done but I know a whole bunch about music. I kn
Marley said "stand up for your rights, ("Get
create headlines or television airtime.
Plus, these unions have failed to address the obvi- Up,")" but he also said "let's get together
ous: They all seem to scream "we want equal rights." alright. ("One Love")"
Maybe the BSU, HSU and WSU's Hettlng
The story of Hettinger and the WSU - more than the
BSU and the HSU - seems to have more in common heed some good advice from the Hon. Marl
with the late commie-bashing senator Joe McCarthy up for your rights, yes. But get together to
(all hype, headlines and little positive action) then it can be done.
In the meantime, I'll work on my math.
does with making any progression towards equality
for their specific group. For all purposes, the equation
Tim· She/Iberg is the Verge editor and a co/u
works.
Yet, I have a possible method to avoid that formula The Daily Eastern News.
and replace it with a non-mathematical solution which

Editorial

It can't be Nature, for it is
not sense.
Charles Churchill

Your .turn
Reader: college
students have yet
to "grow-up"
Dear editor:
A question for the campus at
large: Is it too much to expect an
atmosphere of civility when
attending an athletic function open
to the general public and campus
constituency?
My family and I attended the
EIU vs. WIU game. My eight year
old son, who was carrying hot
chocolate, was bumped into with
such force that It spllled all over
both his hands, scalding him.
The female student who caused
this suffering by jostling past him
in line, merely glanced over her
shoulder at him crying on the
ground, and continued to converse
giddily with her associates as they
pressed like hogs at a trough to
get their own consumables. After
comforting him, I advised her of
the damage her action had caused,
and asked her whether or not she
thought he deserved at least an
apology. She looked at me as if I

were from another galaxy and
reluctantly stooped over him to say
she was sorry.
Are our students so immature
and self-centered they have to be
prompted to do the right thing?
Apparently so. Had the situation
been reversed I'm quite confident
my son would have needed no
prodding to make at least verbal
amends.
After finding a seat in the stands,
a group of students seated behind
us gave the finger to Gov. Jim
Edgar as he was introduced. I seriously doubt if Mr. Edgar saw the
gesture, but my children certainly
did. The students constant use of
profanity and their comments
directed at the Pink Panthers
("Barbies") were equally offensive
and uncalled for.
My children have been living a
life where negative comments
about people they perceive as different from themselves are not
supported. Biases they hear are
examined for what they are, and
thus dismissed as the immature
and ignorant statements of people
who don't know better.
How sad I was to be put in the

position of explaining to
that being a student In an
tlon of higher education
mean one is any more gr
of enlightened than som
has had no such opportunl
My children realized that
In college still have a lot
ing up to do, but they
appalled by the lack of
displayed at "kids night,"
their father and I. The actl
few have unfortunately s
many.

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern News
ages letters to the editor
ing any local, state, natl
international issue.
Letters should be less
words. For the letter to be
the name of the author. In
to the author's address
phone number, must be ind
Anonymous letters wlll
printed.
If a letter has more than
authors, only the names of
three authors will be printed
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Local children to visit Dvorak
CARRIE CARPENTER
Staff writer

Fourth grade children from a
Charleston grade school will get a
taste of classical music Eastern
style Wednesday in a tribute to the
200th anniversary of Mozart's
death.
Judy Barford and Kathy
Hummel, both fourth grade teachers at Carl Sandburg Grade School,
will bring 54 students to Dvorak
Concert Hall at 10 a.m. Wednj!sday
for an hour-long program featuring
music composed by Mozart.
Dr. Gary Zwicky, a professor in

Eastern's music department, will
talk to the youngsters and will play
some of Mozart's compositions on
the organ.
Zwicky said many people think
Mozart only wrote music and do
not realize he actually played the
organ.
Besides entertaining the students, Zwicky said the program
will serve as a preview to a concert
he will be performing Oct. 21 at
Eastern.
Barford said she planned the
musical field trip because the children are in the same age bracket as
Mozart was when he began playing

his music.
Mozart was between the ages of
9-11, when he, his sister and father
went on a tour, playing music
before King George ill in London
and King Louis XV in Paris,
Barford said.
"To amuse himself, Mozart
would go into churches and play
the organ," Barford added.
Barford said that the students have
been studying the science of sound,
and this performance will "expand
their horizons" and help them
understand music a little better.
"It (the field trip) pulls the learning together," Barford said.

RHA prepares for Hollywood Squares
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

an Luann Schleeter takes a swing during batting practice in
field. Wednesday's nice temperatures lend themselves to outdoor
. A warming trend is expected throughout the week.

Hollywood Squares, sponsored by the Residence Hall
Assoc-iation, is ready to go at 6
p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 23, in
the South Quad, according to
Shelia Monti, chair of the event.
"We've all worked very hard
for this and are very excited for
the event to take place," Monti
said.

"We've had a lot of fun with
this in the past, and I hope that
this year is just as successful."
The RHA is set to discuss the
event at its regular meeting at 5
p.m. Thursday in Thomas Hall.
According to Monti, some of
the people scheduled to appear
in the squares include Wendi
Beddock of the Pink Panthers
and Brian Pindar of Eastern 's
football team, as well as Trever
Brown, who will represent the ·

University Board. Debbie
Carlson and Don O'Brien of the
Daily Eastern News will also
appear in one of the squares.
In the center square will be
Ryan Zufall, RHA president,
and Lynette Drake, coordinator
of the Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, alcohol
and drug awareness association.
The emcee for the event will be
Jay Silence.

rofessor to discuss Mormons
llllllilllilliilllilllllll I Ill I 111111

Eastern speech professor will
to the Coles County HistorSociety about the .topic of
rmons in Illinois, 1834 to
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
House on Seventh Street.
er Calvin Smith will focus
era of Mormon life because
Mormons had an impact in
County during that time," he

y faced many problems and
enges during the 1834-1845
frame in Illinois, and I would
to help the Dudley House get
le acquainted with the issues
·s areas and in Illinois," he
'th received his Ph.D. from
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The Mormons had an impact in Coles
County during that time (1834-45)
Calvin Smith
Eastern speech professor
'

"'- '"' ,

" I

·~, .,

Purdue University in 1965 and his
doctoral dissertation was entitled
"The Public Speaking of Joeseph
Smith, the first president of the
Church of Jesus Christ and LatterDay Saints."
"There will be plenty for me to
speak about because their impact
during this time was the strongest.

.

/,

Although the audience won't be
overwhelmingly large, (the discussion) will be more in the interest of
a select number of people," Smith
said.
This is the first time Smith will
speak to the historical society, but
he has given many speeches on various topics, he said.

unman slays 22, himself in restaurant shooting
KILLEEN, Texas (AP) - A man
ed a pickup truck through a restauwindow Wednesday and fired on the
time crowd with. a high-powered pis. ling 22 people in the deadliest mass
· gin U.S. history, authorities said.
e gunman later was found dead,
ntly by his own hand, in a restaurant
m, police said.
e man shouted, "This is what Bell
ty has done to me!" before opening
n customers and staff, a witness said.
t least 20 others were wounded, hospiported.
'Ileen Police Chief F.L. Giacomozzi
he had no idea why the man went on
rampage. There was no immediate

explanation of what grievance the gunman
had against Bell County, where Killeen is
situated. Another witness, Angela w,ilson,
said he yelled about Belton or Dayton, both
nearby communities.
News reports Wednesday night identified the gunman as George Hennard, 35, of
Belton, but police wouldn't confirm that.
In just minutes, the gunman turned a corner of this sleepy central Texas town into a
bloody, warlike scene, where police and
emergency crews rushed about with bodies
and the wounded, and shocked survivors
sat shaking and comforting each other on
the pavement outside.
Six hours after the shootings, bodies
remained in the restaurant. A refrigerated

(one Bloc;k South of Square)

truck had pulled up outside. Victims were
to be transported to Parkland Hospital in
Dallas for autopsies.
The gunman fired rounds from a semiautomatic weapon for about 10 minutes, then
apparently shot himself in the head, said
police Capt. Roy Stover.
Wilson, 24, who had just arrived for
work, said she was among about 100 people in the cafeteria when the blue pickup
shattered the plate-glass window.
Giacomozzi said the gunman was
wounded by police, but he was unsure how
many times he was hit. His body was found
in a restroom.
Sheldon Smith, a porter at Luby's, said
that after the gunman shouted out his anger

at Bell County, a man he had run over was
shot as he tried to get up.
"Then he pointed toward the line where
the service was and he started shooting
down the line," Smith said.
Killed were 14 women, eight men and
the gunman, Giacomozzi said.
The Bell County peace justice, Robert
Stubblefield, gave the figure of 23 dead.
None of the dead were children, police
said.
The gunman wielded a Glock 9mm
semiautomatic pistol, said Mike Cox, a
department of public safety spokesman.
The Austrian-made gun usually carries a
17-round magazine and is commonly used
by police departments.
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Bush: Confirmation needs changes
WASHINGTON (AP) - After
a brawl that left scant joy in victory, President Bush vowed
Wednesday to push for a changes
in the Senate's confirmation process, while Democrats said he
must share the blame for the
spectacle that Clarence Thomas's
nomination became.
"There's general agreement
around the country and certainly
in the Senate that the present process is not fair," Bush said, a day
after Thomas' confirmation to the
Supreme Court, by two votes to
spare, ended one of the most bitter and inflammatory nomination
battles ever.
Thomas was expected to take
his seat at the court on Monday.
Officials said he may visit the
White House this week to take an
oath to uphold the Constitution.
He must take a second, judicial
oath, probably Monday morning
at the court.
Bush said he would present his

ideas on changing the process
fairly soon. "I owe the people my
Qbservations and more importantly some suggestions to improve
the process," Bush said.
But the president himself was
the target of complaints in the
Senate. Some of the Southern
Democrats who provided the crucial votes to confirm Thomas said
Bush had a one-sided view of the
Senate's constitutional adviceand-consent role: he asked for the
consent without the advice.
"We need to strengthen the
advice, as well as the consent process," said Sen. Sam Nunn, DGa. "When senators have legitimate concerns about nominees,
the president must take those concerns seriously, not simply· take

the position that each nominee
warrants unqualified support for
political reasons." Sen. John
Breaux, D-La., who like Nunn
voted for Thomas, also said Bush
should consult senators before
sending them his nominations.
"Very little advice on this nominee was sought by the White
House, and that's why they got
very little consent," Breaux said
on CBS' "This Morning" program. "I think we have to
improve both ends of those processes in order to improve the
system." Sen. Paul Simon, D-lli.,
who opposed Thomas, introduced
a non-binding "sense of the
Senate" resolution saying that in
future nominations the president
should' conduct informal, bipartisan consultations with some
members of the Senate before
making his selection. It urges that
the president "keep philosophical
balance in mind" in deciding on
tl\e next nominee.

Congress fails to rever
unemployment bill veto
WASHINGTON (Af) - The
Senate on Wednesday narrowly
upheld President Bush's veto of
a $6.4 billion package of
expanded unemployment benefits, but Democrats vowed to
come back quickly with a new
proposal.
The Senate voted 65-35 to
override Bush's veto, but the bill
died because supporters fell two
votes short of the two-thirds
majority needed to prevail. The
chamber's 57 Democrats were
joined by eight Republicans in
voting to overturn the president.
The Democratic-written bill
would have given up to 20 extra
weeks of coverage_to people
who have used up the standard
26 weeks of benefits. Because of
the recession, about 1.4 million
Americans who have used up
the standard coverage since

March 1 are still jo
Democrats say.
Victorious GOP leaders
was time for Congress to
less expensive bill they
written, endorsed by Bu
would provide up to 10 w
additional payments. The
they would be willing to
middle ground with Dem
"It is time to put diffi
aside," Labor Secretary
Martin said after the .
"Those Americans who
used up their benefits D
signed bill." But Dem
would not commit themse
bargaining.
Instead, they label
Republican alternative i
quate and simply an a
show GOP concern fo
nation's 8.4 million jobl
ple.

Students to fight mayor's takeover of college
MOSCOW tAP) - Moscow's democrati- outside the squat yellow building in a
cally elected mayor has dissolved a college Moscow suburb.
and seized its buildings for a new Soviet"We're going to protect ourselves," said
American university he will head. Students Lev Shcherbakov, 33, a spokesman for the
say his action was not very democratic, and students, after allowing two AP reporters to
they have barricaded themselves inside in squeeze past the sealed doors fortified by
protest.
school desks, lecterns and bookcases.
"We will continue our school. Some of
Twenty-eight students and two professors huddled in the humid halls of the our professors have been teaching in the
school for the second straight day streets," he said.
Wednesday as about 60 supporters milled · The dispute is the latest to highlight the

chaos at nearly every level of government confiscated Communist Party pro
in the disintegrating Soviet Union since the would be needed for the Sovietfailed August coup against President school, an idea that came out of
summit between President Bus
Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Gorbachev's weakened government Gorbachev.
"All Communist Party prope
accepted Russian President Boris Yeltsin's
demand to suspend Communist Party activ- Moscow has been sealed, includi
ity, and some party property has been · building," he said as a tight knot
dents and teachers formed around h"
seized.
Sergei Trube, a top adviser to Moscow side the building.
Mayor Gavriil Popov, said the school was

Task forc.e calls for more explicit sex education in scho
WASHINGTON (AP) - A privately financed task force on
Wednesday proposed national
guidelines for sex education,
including the use of explicit terminology and classroom discussions of controversial sex-related
issues.
"Schools at last have national
l

.
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ON THE SQUARE
CHARLESTON

direction in developing their own
sexuality education programs" for
kindergarten through grade 12,
said William Yarber, chairman of
the National Guidelines Task
Force, a coalition underwritten by
the Carnegie Corp.
The guidelines, developed by
20 health, education and sexuality

professionals from both the private and government sectors, call
for instruction around six m{\in,
subjects - human development,.
relationships, personal responsibility and values, sexual behavior,
sexual health and society and cul-

ture.
Within those branches, 36
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345-2466
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$1.50
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
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~
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•
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&
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345-7849
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11-time students, full-time parents
gling both responsibilities a worthwhile challenge for these Eastern students
ey're like most students.
attend classes, worry
grades, and worry over
other college anxiety.
ever, not only are they
e students but full-time
ts also.
r Eastern students Jeff
Sheryl Davidson, raising .
5-year-old son, Jeremy,
not been an obstacle in
education but only addiI reason to work for it.
majoring in music while
I is working for a busidegree.
ith my major, I can sit
nd, be creative and still
Jeremy. With Sheryl, I
it's more difficult. Her
ies demand a lot more
so there's more pressure
r to both watch Jeremy
eep up with school," said
n.
· ing their time between
nt, parent and spouse
be confusing but an addistress as well.
biggest struggle is balmy roles," Sheryl $aid.
cult to figure out when
a student, a mother or a
and how much time to
te to each role."
a single mother, Heidi
ord, an English major,
takes on the responsiof her 2-year-old son,
. Her decision was to
her education becasaid without a degree
would be no hQp,e Jw
· security in her future.
the first person in my
who will graduate from
. That was a real goal
e before I became pregand I didn't want to give
hope. School is diffi1 want to be able to
rt Nathan," Brelsford .

Eastern's counselor Bud
Sanders explained for married
students the father may be the
key figure for $UCcess in the
family unit.
"There is time involved in
child rearing. If the fellow is
willing to help out, this will create a stronger bond in the
family."
However, Sanders pointed
out that if the mother has to
juggle everything on her own,
1t can be a tremendous
amount of work.
"Being both a parent and a
student demands cooperation
with people involved. There
must be equal share in the
work to make the family unit a
stronger one," Sanders said.
When parents choose to
finish their college education
making the daily sacrifices can
be difficult but can prove to be
rewarding.
"I have to study late at night
or just whenever I can
squeeze it in," Sheryl said.
"With everything I do, my
grades are actually incredibly
strong."
Sammy Murimi, an international graduate student who
has three children, ages 7, 5,
and 2, relates to the difficulties
in finding study time.
"I study whenever I can find
an hour or two in the day, or
after I put the kids to bed at
night," Murimi said.
Since there is very little time
to ' even schedule stud~ing, "it·
is even more difficult to be
involved in the college social
scene. Murimi said he feels he
has missed this aspect of college life because he simply
has no time. In contrast, the
Davidsons are in the same situation, except they don't miss
it.
"Because we met when I
en if the parents are was 15, we had our fun times
d, the responsibilities together before we got married. Now we're just too tired
shared.
ryl gets Jeremy up in to 90 out all the time. It's also
mings and out the door difficult to relate to other stuI. I am the one who dents because we're not
im in bed at night so doing the same things they
study. We really try to are," explained Sheryl.
Jeff added, "While the other
it fair for each other,"
students are talking about
n said.

aid. It has provided a lot of
opportunities for me. Some
people knock state aid, but
you will never catch me condemning it," Brelsford said.
Although it is easy to point
out all the disadvantages of
having a child in college,
these young parents are optimistic.
"I've enjoyed having
Jeremy home with me. Since
we were young when we had
him, we have enough energy
to play with him. I feel as
though I 'm more capable of
being on the same wavelengt!i as he is, which makes it
easier to fulfill his needs," Jeff

said.
Sheryl said she likes the
fact that they can be more a
part of Jeremy's life because
they have the time and energy
for him.
"At this point in our lives, we
have more time to do things
with him. Also, Jeff and I are
role models when it comes to
his education. Jeremy sees us
studying, and he knows the
importance of education. In
fact, sometimes we all study
together, which creates a
stronger bond between us,"
said.
Sheryl and Jeff Davidson lead their five -year-old son Nathan Sheryl
Jeff added, "We have great
to preschool as part of their weekday morning ritual.
pride in our family. Jeremy is
which bars they went to over they're always willing to lend a incredible- a ball- but two kids
would probably be hell. That
the weekend, we worried hand," Breslford said.
about whether or not Jeremy . Another important aspect of stress would kill us. Jeremy's
has an ear infection or even a parenting is the hefty financial just enough to make an excitCOid." .
·
obligations. Most students ing future for us."
Brelsford attributes her sucSanders advised parents to live on budgets, and with chilenjoy themselves by going out dren it is even more difficult to cess in school to Nathan. "He
at least once a week to renew balance finances. For these is the motivating force in my
their personal relationships, or parents financial aid has life."
One myth Brelsford said
just to relax with friends. He helped them through college.
said in order to be productive,
"Eastern has been great. about having a child is total
the young parents need some Our financial aid has really sacrifice of the woman's life.
sort of social outlet.
encouraged us to continue However, she said that is not
Being a single parent hasn't both our educations, which will always the case.
"It's natural to freak out
affected Brelsford's social life be beneficial in the long run.
when .time to have fun with We're also on state aid, and when you find out that you're
her friends is on the week- our parents have also been pregnant; I did. But you should
ends.
supportive," Jeff Davidson maK.e an educated decision,.
depending on the situation,
"I go out and party with said.
Brelsford is also on state and realize that if you decide
friends whenever I can get a
sitter. Having Nathan really aid, with help from the finan- to keep the child, there are
didn't change an>.'!hing about cial aid department at Eastern. people out there who will help
my social life. Ive realized
"It would have been difficult and support you," she said.
how priceless my friends are; to get by without the financial ~
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"CHICAGOSlYLE" TAILGATE PARTY
14 oz. Collectible ~s Mugs ................. 275
You keep the mug
Refills - Old Style .................................... 100
Old Style &.. Old Style Light .................. 75¢
Keystone Light ......................................75¢
Hamburgers, fries, corndogs ................ .50¢
Hotdogs ...............................................25¢
Free t-shirt, Key Chains, Neon Lights, Banners,
Posters, Giant Blow-up cans, Sports Bags,
Coasters, Food, Hats, and Much More. Some
Brought Direct From Chicago!
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Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the foll owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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TOKENS CHECK CASHING
REGISTRATION OFFER!! $1
ONLY-THROUGH OCTOBER
31STI OPEN LATE AT NIGHT,
AND WEEKENDS TO SERVE
YOUBETIER!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with develpmentally disabled adults. Training and certification provided. Full and Parttime, start $4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
OVERSEAS JOB. $900-2000 mo.
Summer, Yr-round, All Countries,
All fields. Free info. Write IJC,
PO Bx 52-IL03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Telemarketing-Guaranteed $5
per hour plus commission. We
need several enthusiastic people
with good speaking voices. Part
time or full time. Call John at
345-7743.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Part-time Bartender-Brian's
Place. 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151. Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
SPRING BREAK from $199:
CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA AND PANAMA CITY.
Includes 7 nights, free beach
party, free nightclub admissions
and more! BOOK WITH THE
BEST-DON'T SETTLE FOR
LESS! 1-(800)-72-4-1555.
-~-------10/17
Want to sell something? Need a
Roommate? Want to tell someone how much you care, look in
the Daily Eastern News Classifieds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17.

DIRECTORY
StRVICES OmnD
TRAVEL
JRAININ<i/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTID
WANTID
Al>omON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATlS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

CLASSIFIED

Ao

FORM

Name: _______________~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students 0 Yes D_No

Phone:

ADOPTION: Make our dream
come true. Give your baby a
chace for wonderful life in a small
town with educated parents, and
a loving family nearby. A new
' home, financial security, love,
laughter, and a bright future await
a•very lucky baby. Call Nancy
and John at (309)696-2891 or our
attorney, Theresa at (309) 6861089.

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Female subleasor needed for
Spring Semester. Less than one
block from campus-own room-furnished $146/mo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Unfurnished 1 bedroom Victorian
House. Fireplace. 1220 Madison.
Married Couple, Grad, or Faculty.
Avail. 12-15-91. 345-4742. 3488413.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
One bedroom furnished apartment available Spring semester.
A/C, dishwasher, Close to campus. $300/month negotiable.
345-5287.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/30
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished, Van
Buren and 5th. Now or Spring
Semester. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

ACROSS

Eastern News

Daily

TO BUY: Flute or Piccalo. 3481098.

Dates to run--~----------Ad to read:

1 Oil cartel, for
short
5Upon
9 Secondhand
13 Third son of
Jacob and Leah
14 Throng
16 Verne's captain
17 Attain
1BBROWN
20Claim
22Sections
23-Tore
2sBeaks
26SILVER
30 Date breaker at
an airport
34 "--Theme,"
Jarre
composition

For Rent: 2 or 3 Bedroom trailer
in Long Acres. Furnished except
for beds. Utilities paid except for
electricity and phone. $325
month. Call 349-8832 or 3451092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
1-2 or 3 male subleasors needed
spring semester. Own Rooms.
House close to campus. Summers free. 345-7965.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Urgent: female subleasor needed. own room. Electric and water
included. call Holly or Melissa at
345-4081.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
2 female subleasors needed.
Clean furnished house with washer/dryer. $130/mo. Monica or
Veronica. 348-1131.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
FOR RENT: Nice 2 Bedroom
apartment at 227 N. Third,
Charleston, 300 a month. Call
217-438-3895.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/23
One Bedroom apartment near
EI U. Stove, refrigerator, drapes.
A/C. No pets. Available now.
$300/mo 345-4220.

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.

:-:-------=-::-:--:,,....-1217

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

.,...,...~=-------,~12/7

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.

.,....,..,=-=--....,,.-~--~1217

1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.

35 Cobblers'
equipment

'

38 City on the Oka
39 Central
courtyards

40 Formerly
41 What a·goalie
guards
42 Pointed ends
43 Search
thoroughly
44 l?uzzler's
necessity

Check

0

1 Russian saint
2Ring
3Satanic
4GRAY
sRise
B"The-Dogs": Burns
7 Bumpkins
a Doll up
9Except
10 Connery or
Penn
11 Give out
12 Specks
15 RED
19 Knoblike
protuberances
21 Roman clan
24 Jousts
H Solitary
27 More

50 Erudition
51 Superimposed

Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAV-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

News

News

News

SportsCenter

Inside Edition
Cosby
ferent World
Cheers
Wings

Entmt. Toni ht
Top Cops

Married ...
Pros and Cons

Speed Week
Motorcross

Trials of
Rosie o·Neill

FBI
American Detec.

Boxing

MacGyver
Murder, She
Wrote
Movie:
Conan the

Formals for Sale. $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Cali Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.

1984 Honda Aero 12
Excellent condition.
2333 or 348-5808.

=-----,,,--,---~~1217

For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP. 3456797.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

'84 fjonda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.

..,.,,-.,...,-..,...,--.,..-=-=-~--1217

1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911. Call Mary at 581-3215.
-~--------=__ 1217
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.
.,....,.-,....,.-.,...,.------,,-,-,-,.-..,,...--1217
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr batchback V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
Excellent condition $3250. 3453020 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
PREFORMATTED IBM COMPAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMPUTER DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE .
THEY LAST. BRAD 2836 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Formals very nice. Lavender and
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
$25 OBO 348-5541.

~..,,..-'~-------1217

AKC Chocolate Lab. 6 mos old.
$75. Call 382-4690 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

2

Soloflex exercise ma
attachments included. 1
Used little. $1100. TV
0259.
Bootlegs R.E.M., U.2.,
ments, Sting. $2.00.
ASK FOR MARK.
Sell your unwanted It
Daily Easterns News
There are sure to s
today.

Adverti
Advertis
Adverti
in the
Daily Eas
News.
You won
regret itl

3

DOWN

e.g.

Check number

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

488LUE

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500.· 1976
AMC Hornet good 850.00 3456415.

55Damascus
' native
. •r

48 "Not guilty,"

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

Cash

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Zenith 25" console
Marantz speakers (1
$125/pair. Realistic D
band communication
$150. More. 345-4426
a.m.

59PURPLE
61 Just
&2 Haze that dims
vision
&3Conger
fisherman
64 Impel
65 Large knife of
yore
&& Hideaways
67 Stockexchange
membership

37 Alas!: Ger.

Expiration code (offic;:e use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell,
$2600 345-9129.

59
62

21Garbo
29Nags
31 Asian capital
32Happen
33 Reporter's
query

43Agile
45 Elf
47 Baffling
questions
49 Broadcast
51 Electrical units
52 Streak

31 Rope fiber
39GOLD
40YELLOW
42 Piatigorsky's
instrument

Dream of Jeanie
Can Be Told
Movie : The Dif·
Sword and the
Stone

This Old House

L.A. Law

kee Workshop

Simpsons

Disney

Drexell's Class

son Mounds

Movie: The

Beverly Hills,

Little House

Controversy

Killing Mound

90210

oft Praire

Star Trek: The

Combat

Mystery!

Next Generation
~ad's

Movie:
Late Night

. . ..

Hard Copy
~

·- .

':..

·

..... ... "'

..

Motorcycle Racing

Movie

Army

Spencer: For

WKRP

Hire

Arsenio Hall

ary handling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

H.S. Sport Action
The Man Who
Knew Too Much

D: Scientific calculator on
by Kiehm Hall. Claim at
£astern News.
10/18
~:--;B""'l-ac--;k---;-L-a-;-b-P::o-up-p y. IF
PLEASE CONTACT JIM
AT 345-6868.
=-:---::-:----:-.---::::-1 0/18
: key, Glow-in-the-Dark #1
ain from Las Vegas. 581-

0 or will give to good
. Grey and white cat. Very
and friendly. Needs good
right away. Call 581-8022.
~;:;--:--;-;:--;-;--.,---;10/18

D: Set of 5 Keys in drive in
of McAfee. Call 581-3018.
to claim.
lr-::-----:--:----10/21
: Set of car keys on a single
outside of McAtee-Lost
Oct. 10. Please call Eastat 581-2812.

ay Cash for Broken gold
, diamonds, class rings,
silver coins & collection
rn & antique guns. The
Shop 518 6th On the
. 348-1011
1217
'="o:-::w-=-EE=:N:-:---c=-o=-s"'"'T=:U ME
'AL! Huge selection - very
able rates. Be Smart!
early. Call 345-2617.
ca10/10, 14, 15, 16, 17,
KAPPA SIGMA Pl
KAPPA SIGMA Pl
KAPPA SIGMA Pl
KAPPA.
=-:-::-:--=----=-10/18
Tri-Sig, Pomp Sig Ep,
Tri-Sig, Pomp Sig Ep,
Tri-Sig, Pomp Sig Ep,
Pomp, Pomp!

=-:::--:-:-=:---.,...-.,....-10/17
ISON: Thanks for being
est kid and friend! Alpha
- .,
, Nikole.
10/17
""o,...,z=E=R"""'o=-:-=E=-x-c...,el"""le-nt. Job
at TED'S! Keep up the
ying. Good luck the rest
. I'll be watching(especute guitarist). Lisa
.,-:;---,,-;-----.,,--1 0/1 7
Sigs-Keep up the hard
float is looking great.
mp to victory. Love'""""-::-----:-----:-:---10/17
Raucci-Happy 22nd
Have an awesome day!
roomies.
~::-=--:::----,-,10/17

SINK-Congratulations
g Homecoming Court.
ked beautiful! Love
Jenny.

PAM LEBER: I am so excited to
be your guardian angel. Have a
great day. Love ya!
~,.,.....,~=-=...,,.-,.-~-~10/17

JEN WATSON: Your doing a
great job with pledging! Keep up
the good work! Alpha Garn love,
your guardian angel.
-=--~~~~-~--10/17
Stefanie Andrews-Keep up the
super job with pledging! Your
Alpha Garn Guardian Angel loves
you!
.,----,,.,---~~--~10/17

Hey Roxanne! Champaign was
fun-Looking forward to Saturday(Your lucky Gal!). Arnie!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Dana, Christine, and Otis: Lilith
says hello!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Popcorn: The stars were beautiful
the other night. Something I'll
never forget. I owe you breakfast.
Maybe ? Love, Easter.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17.
JEANNE SABAL: Morn, you
study too much! I miss ya. We'll
have a blast this weekend. Sigma
Love, Cheryl.
-----.,.-----10/17
ANGELA HALFMAN: Congrats
on Freshman Attendant!! Keep up
the good work with pledging!
Alpha Garn Love and mine, your
Guardian angel.
10/17
=-0E=L-=T'"'"A-,s'"'"1G~F-=o-=o=T=-BA,...,L-,-L-:T=EAMS:

Congratulations on a great season. Your Delta Sig brothers.
~~----~.,.---10/17
TAUS and DELTA SIGS keep up
the pomping.
~--~----,---10/17
Rachael Thor: Your guardian
angel is watching you & you're
doing a great job pledging! Have
a good Homecoming week! Alpha
Garn Love,?
10/17
K'""R=1-=-sT=E=N..,.-,-,H,...,U,....,M'""'K=E-:&-,E=R""'"1c7" SEVERSON: CONGRATULATIONS
ON GETTING LAVALIERED! I
LOVE YOU BOTH! GRAN.OMA
SUSIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Mi~s M.q_r.gie, Mqo: I _t<no._w you
don't wal'it "lo be Heuey', Bl.it
WADE Loves you! Sylvia.
~-=.,-,-=-o-~--,--:---10/17
ELLEN JOYCE: I hope you have
the best birthday ever. Love you,
Bubbie! Happy 18th- Love,
Karen .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
NICOLE CULLUM, Have fun during Homecoming-you're great!
Your guardian angel will be
watching you!
=-..,..,..,.=-~c=--~,-,::-=-="7"""010/17
BLAKE, MEG, AND TOM: The
Lord God Kings of Parade rule!
Good Luck on Saturday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Drew Trammell, ... If you gave it,
you will go. Congrats on the lavalier. R.T.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
SIG KAP'S and SIG Pl'S be at
1521 1st St. tonight to learn the
cheer!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

H9bbes

Shannon Moses-Keep up the
great work at pledging. You are
an awesome Alpha Garn. Love,
your Guardian Angel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
SHANNON RYAN, l'M SO
EXCITED THAT YOU PLEDGED
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA! SISTERS BY CHANCE, FRIENDS
BY CHOICE!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
James McAllister and all the UB
Sound Crew: Thanks for all your
help and hard work. BRAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Paul Norkett and Kristy Koch:
Thanks for all your help you guys
did a great job and thanks for
making it fun for everyone.
BRAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Kim Danielwicz & Mike Hampton:
INCREDIBLE! Incomparable!
Simply the Bestl Thanks for all
your outstanding work. BRAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Rose Riggio and Amy Edwards:
Thanks for being there with all
your spunk and all your hair.
BRAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Kenny Wake and Linda Nowak:
Only you guys can provide free
food for 800-1000 people. Great
work and good luck! BRAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Amy Jobin: the pep rally is finally
here! Let's show them why we
are the "spirit" Chens FIRE UP!!
BOB.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Mark Wood and Shelly White:
Thanks for all your hard work.
Great job with Elections. BRAD.

SPAIN IN THE SUMMER OF 92:
airfare, lodging, meals, transportation, tours, and college credit. The price is right! Call Jeff at
348-1083.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Sig Eps: Congratulations on a
Great Football and Soccer season! Love your Sig Ep Brothers.
o-=-=-o-:--:=-==-,-::----:-,----..,.10/17
LORI LORENC: You are doing a
great job pledging-Keep up the
good work! Love, your Alpha
Garn Guardian Angel.

MATH CLUB/KME will 111eet Monday, oCtober 21 at 7:00 p.m. in
OM 215. Dr. Kinderman will speak on "Let's Make a Deal" or
"What's Behind the Green Door?".
ARMY ROTC will have Lab today from 1500-1600 hrs. at O'Brien
Stadium. The Battalion S-3 will be instructing us all on Rappelling.
See you all there ready to "Hang Tight".
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in CH
· 220. All new members are welcome! Come join us.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Intramural Racquetball Doubles deadline today. Entries taken from 2-10 p.m. in SAC Lobby;
enter with validated student l.D.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WILL BE SPONSOR---~-----10/17
ING A TALK ABOUT ... JESUS CHRIST: IS HE REAL? tonight at
TRI-SIGMA BIG WHEELS, way
8:00 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room, 3rd Floor, University
to go you guys on winning first
Union. Come at 7:00 p.m. for worship and prayer. BRING YOUR
plaqe.
FRIENDS! AS ALWAYS, NEWCOMERS WELCOME!
~-~=-=---~~-10/17
RECREATIONAL SPORTS has Intramural Co-Rec Basketball
JENNIFER
BUTZINGER,
deadline today. Entries taken from 2-10 p.m. in SAC Lobby; enter
YOU'RE DOING A GREAT JOB
with a validated student 1.0. Teams of 10(5 men and 5 women)
WITH HOMEMCOMING. WE'RE
with roster limit of 20(10 men and 10 women).
BEHIND YOU 100%.
HAITI CONNECTION/NEWMAN CENTER will have a Hunger Ban·
~-------10/17
quet Meeting today at 6:00 p.m. in the Thomas Hall Lobby. EveryDZ Football Players: You guys
one welcome!
.
did a great job! Your DeeZee sisters are proud of your accomNEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconciliaplishments.
tion today from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
10/17
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Masses on Oct. 19 and
J...,O~E~L-W_A_R_N=EK-,E~!-C~O~N-G~RATUOct. 20. On the 19th, mass is 1/2 an hour after the football
LATIONS ON MAKING HOMEgame(5:30 p.m.) and Sunday at 11 :00 a.m. at Buzzard Auditorium.
COMING COURT!! LOVE,
NO 6:30 p.m. mass on Saturday.
MARYNEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will be Pomping the Float tonight
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
and tii!lorrow. Help pomp the float tonight from 7:00-9:00 p.m. and
Tracy Tracy-Happy Birthday!
Friday from 2:00 p.m.-? Come to the Newman Center Shed.
Let's party tonight. Love, Jocelyn,
PHI GAMMA NU will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in Room 17-Lumpkin
Sue, Kelly, and Julie.
Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
PRE-DENTAL PROGRAM will have a visit by SIU School of DenJIM JOHNSON!! CONGRATULAtistry on Friday, Oct. 18 from 9:45 a.m.-12:00 noon in LFS Rm. 325.
TIONS ON BEING NAMED
Two· members of the SIU School of Dentistry Admissions CommitFRESHMAN ATTENDANT!!
tee will be available to talk to all students interested in a career in
LOVE, MARY.
Dentistry.
77""c---c=----::=--:=--.-.=10/17
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Gospel of John Bible Study
Alpha Garn Flag Football Playerstonight at 6:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. Learn how to study
We had a good season. Thanks
=.,...,...,_,...,,..,...,...=-=~,---,~---.,,10/17
the Bible at this Bible Study. We are using the Gospel of John as a
BEAN, MAUREEN, AND SYBIL:
everyone!! Love, Jenny.
IT'S THURSDAY AND YOU
base. Everyone is welcome.
=--..,.---.-.-.--.-10117
STILL HAVE A HOMECOMING
To Allison Kobischka, Hope your
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Social Committee meeting
week is going good!I Your aweCOORDINATOR, FIRE UP.
today at 6:00 p.m. at Yorkshire #22.
10/17
some! Love your guardian angel.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Rush Committee meeting
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Bob Cohn and Amy Jobin:
today at 6:00 p.m. in the IMC, Buzzard Building.
Thanks for acting like you
Yo-Yo: All fans of Yvonne B.
ACEl(ASSOC. FOR CHILDH90D EDUCATION INTERNATIONenjoyed working with me.
Come celebrate her 21st B-day at
AL) will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Auditorium. Dr.
Stix Tonight! Bring your package!
Thanks for all your patience and
Noelle Greathouse is speaking on "Fostering Emerging Literacy
good luck! BRAD.
'7"""--..,,---,-.,---~10/17
Through Story Telling".
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Yvonne: Bon Anniversaire! Riv"RHA will meet today in Thomas Hall. Dinner at 4:05 p.m. followed
iera pr Bust! l-es garcous sont
PARJ.Y ._f'A,FlIYJ PARTY FRLby a meeting.
attendre pour nous!
DAY NIGHT- ~CROSS FROM
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in ColeCOACH EDDYS. HOMECOMING
=~-..,,~=-=--.-.--,--10/17
man Hall 310. We will continue our letter writing campaign and
. TROY GIBBS: You're doing a
PARTY PARTY PARTY!!!
begin 3 new actions. New members always welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
great job as Homecoming chair.
BSU/NPHC members tonight!!! Pep Rally/Bonfire is in
We all appreciate your work. SinHOMECOMING BASH 1151 6TH
Lawson/Taylor Courts at 8:00 p.m.
cerely, Your Delta Sig Brothers.
ST. ACROSS FROM COACH
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have a Mandatory meeting
EDDYS FRIDAY NIGHT KICK
-o=-,-,-~~-.---.-10/17
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Greenup Room in the Union. Committee
JEN YORK: Keep up the great
OFF THE WEEKEND RIGHT!!!
members must be present and reports must be given at the meetjob with pledging. I love ya,
---.,.-------10/17
SIG NU'S-The float looks great!
Guardian Angel.
ing.
,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Let's keep pomping awayl We've
PRE-LAW FRATERNITY will meet today at 4:00 p.m. in CH 228.
Cari Crawford, Your doing an
had a wonderful time this week!
We will be discussing mock trial, Judge Thomas Confirmation and
awesome job pledging. Keep it
The PHI SIG'S,
more
up. Love in Alpha Garn, Guardian
-----~-.-10117
CATIE RAMKE, CONGRATULAAngel.
TIONS ON GETTING LAVA------.-~-10/17
Sig Kap football & Fans: We
LIERED TO STERLING OF
know who the best really is.
DELTA TAU DELTA. LOVE
Thanks for allowing us to be apart
YOUR TRI-SIGMA SISTERS.
of your team. Bill & Eric.
~,..,...,-,---,,~-,-,..,=-co--=~-=c10/17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
SIGMA CHI-ALPHA PHI, SIGMA
Send an announcement to someCHI-ALPHA PHI, SIGMA CHIALPHA PHI, HOMECOMING
one you love in the Daily Eastern
1991.
.
News Classifieds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

by Bill Watterson

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

BIG DEf>..L ~ y..j\-1() CARt:.sr
l''lE S£EN 1-\\JNDRtDS c:JF
TuRil.£S! ~~~,.,Bl~ l'lll.Wf.>'

The Daily Eastern News
will run yqur
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

'N\.10 Wi\N\S it) SIT ~ER
V\>MB ()l' TuRIL£?

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: ___________________

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HOW ME,

HOW
W/
\ .

MYGOO. ..
IUHAT'5

HAPPlfNW

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

TOlE?
I

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _~~--~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Newcomers lead AP All-Stars Tarpley permanentl
NEW YORK (AP) - A season
with surprise winners produced
a new-look Associated Press
All-Star team.
Five players who didn't get a
single vote last year made the
team and four of last season's
All-Stars didn't get any votes.
First baseman Cecil Fielder
of Detroit and outfielder Barry
Bonds of Pittsburgh were the
only players to repeat from
1990. The five who didn't get
votes last year were third baseman Terry Pendleton of Atlanta,
catcher Mickey Tettleton of
Detroit, designated hitter Frank
Thomas of the Chicago White
Sox, left-hander Tom Glavine of
Atlanta and reliever Lee Smith
of St. Louis.
Julio Franco of Texas, who
got just one vote last year, won
at
second
base,
while
Baltimore's Cal Ripken won for
the fifth time at shortstop. Ken
Griffey Jr. of Seattle and Jose
Canseco of Oakland completed
the outfield. Boston's Roger
Clemens won at right-handed
pitcher for the third time.
Outfielder Rickey Henderson
and pitchers Bob Welch, Frank
Viola and Bobby Thigpen all
failed to get a vote after making
last year's team.
The AP team was selected in
nationwide voting by sports
writers and broadcasters. The
closest race was at catcher,
where Tettleton beat Brian
Harper of Minnesota 41-36.

NEW YORK (AP) _ The
1991 Associated Press baseball
all-star team, as selected in
nationwide by sports writers
and broadcasters:
lB _Cecil Fielder, Detroit.
2B_Julio Franco, Texas.
SS_Cal Ripken Jr., Baltimore.
3B_Terry Pendleton, Atlanta.
C_Mickey Tettleton, Detroit.
OF_Barry Bonds, Pittsburgh.
OF_Ken Griffey Jr., Seattle.
OF_Jose Canseco, Oakland.
DH_Frank Thomas, Chicago
White Sox.
RHP_Roger Clemens, Boston.
LHP_Tom Glavine, Atlanta.
Reliever_Lee Smith, St. Louis.
There were no players on the
team from the AL champion
Twins or the AL East champion
Toronto Blue Jays.
Only two clubs had more than
one player. Atlanta, the NL West
champ, had Pendleton and
Glavine. Detroit, which finished
tied for second in the AL East at
84-78, had Fielder and Tettleton.
Just two N!tional Leaguers
made it among the position
players, Pendleton and Bonds.
After catcher, the secondclosest voting was for designated hitter. Thomas got 49 votes,
beating Paul 11olitor of
Milwaukee and Fielder by 10
each. But Thomas also got 48
votes at first base, and they
didn't count toward the DH
total.

Ripken, who hit .323 with 34
homers and 114 RBis, also was
selected to the AP team in 1983,
1984, 1985 and 1989. Clemens
(18-10) also made the team in
1986 and 1987, while Canseco
won in 1988 and Tettleton in
1989.
Ripken won by the largest
margin, beating last year's winner, Barry Larkin of Cincinnati,
166-9: Glavine (20-11) had the
second-largest, beating California's
Jim Abbott 149-11.
Fielder, who tied Canseco for
the major league lead in homers
with 44, beat Thomas 95-48 at
first base. Julio Franco beat the
Cubs' Ryne Sandberg '104-57 at
second base and Pendleton beat
Howard Johnson of the Mets
126-36 at third.
In the outfield, Bonds got 117
votes, Griffey 80 and Canseco
79.
Toronto's Joe Carter was
fourth with 52 and Pittsburgh's
Bobby Bonilla, the biggest star
among the players eligible for
free agency, was fifth with 40.
Clemens, who led the AL in
ERA (2.62), innings (271 1-3),
strikeouts (241) and shutouts
(4), beat the Twins' Scott
Erickson 109-43 at right-hander.
Erickson and Detroit's Bill
Gullickson were the only 20game winners in the AL.
Smith, who led the majors
with 47 saves, beat California's
Bryan Harvey 127-26 at reliever.

Cordero inches closer to 7,000 wins
NEW YORK (AP) - Angel
Cordero moved within one victory of joining Bill Shoemaker
and Laffit Pincay in the exclusive 7 ,000 Club with two wins
Wednesday at Belmont Park.
The 48-year-old Puerto Rican
jockey won the fifth race aboard
Devil's Mistress ($3.80) and
took the ninth with Fenter
($10.40) , giving him 6 ,999
career wins. Cordero failed to
win with two other mounts on
Wednesday.
Actually, Cordero feels two
more wins will put him one up
on The Shoe and Pincay.
"I probably will be the only
jockey to win 7 ,000 twice,"
Cordero said, referring to his
258 wins in Puerto Rico that the
American Racing Manual does
not recognize.
"Angel Cordero Jr. 's career
totals, like those of many foreign born riders, do not include
mounts, wins and purse earnings accumulated before he
began to ride in the United
States in 1962," the Daily
Racing Form, which publishes
the racing manual, said.
Cordero, however, said some

Friends &. Cx0
509 Van Buren

of those wins were recorded in
1963-64 and notes that Puerto
Rico is not a foreign country.
Whatever number is used,
though, Cordero said of the
milestone: "I'm proud of it."
Now you can go for 8,000 - a
plateau reached only by
Shoemaker (8,833) - it was suggested to Cordero, who will be
49 on Nov. 8.
Pincay had 7 ,4 77 winners
through Tuesday.
'Tm going to let destiny call
that," he said. "If it happens, it
happens. It takes about four
years to win 1,000 races.
"As long as I'm healthy and
ride good horses, I'm going to
stick around," he said. "I want
to ride. The sport has good
money, and I have good mounts.
It's very hard to retire on top."
Cordero surpassed Johnny
Longden as the third-leading
rider in history with his 6,032nd
win on Sept. 10, 1987.
He has ridden three Kentucky
Derby winners - Cannonade in
1974, Bold Forbes in 1976 and
Spend A Buck in 1985 - and
has ridden such other stakes
winners as Seattle Slew, Slew

o'Gold, Gate Dancer, and Open
Mind.
In addition to the three Derby
victories, he also won the
Preakness twice (Codex 1980
and Gate Dancer '84) and the
Belmont Stakes once (Bold
Forbes '76), and has won four
Breeders' Cup races. He was
inducted into the Thoroughbred
Racing Hall of Fame on Aug.
11 , 1988.
Cordero thinks it's easier for
a jockey to remain on top than it
is for athletes in other sports
because the horse "is 80 to 85
percent" of a successful race.
"A lot of good horses I rode,
they would have won no matter
who rode them," said Cordero.
But he increased the chances of
a lot of lesser horses.
"If I could find a rich owner
tomorrow I'd retire after my
7 ,OOth winner and be a trainer,"
said Cordero, whose second
wife, Majorie, is a trainer.
"It's a hard thing to do - tr-ain
horses." Riding them, on the
other hand, can be extremely
risky, and Cordero has had his
share of spills.

Saturday, Oct. 19th
opening 7am
1/2 Block From Parade
route

Serving: Bloody
Mary's, Eggs, Fried
Potatoes, Bacon,
Toast, O.J, &.. Milk.

DALLAS (AP) - Roy
Tarpley became the seventh
player to be banned by the NBA
for life under the league's antidrug agreement, but the first
permanently dismissed for
refusing take a drug test.
Gary Bettman, council for the
NBA, said Wednesday that the
Dallas Mavericks forward
refused-"repeated attempts" by
the league to get him to take the
test after he missed practice on
Tuesday.
"His refusal to take the test
speaks for itself," Bettman said.
"He knew it wa~ strike three."
Tarpley was informed of the ban
in Houston at the John Lucas
Center but had no immediate
comment.
Mavericks owner Donald
Carter said "It's stupid. It's
stupid that somebody who has
that kind of talent would let this
·happen." Tarpley, who was to
make $3 million this year, forfeits his contract under the antidrug agreement between the
league and the NBA Players
Association.
He can reapply for readmission to the league in two years.
Three of the previous six
players banned for life were
reinstated after the 2-year period and one, Mitchell Wiggins, is
currently with the Philadelphia
76ers.
Carter said if Tarpley cleaned
up his act he \"Ou.Id take him
back.
"If he had two years of total
sobriety, yes, I would take him
back but he would have to get
everything straightened out,"
Carter said.
Carter said he wasn't so sure
all of Tarpley's problems were
cocaine.
"I believe he had some real
problems ... man and woman
problems, life problems , "
Carter said.
Coach Richie Adubato said it
was a "minor relief" that

were over.
"The problems wit
were the most difficult
I've ever been involved
Adubato said. "Of course,
major problem that a fine
victual like Roy has such
lems.
"I believe this team will
cus after a couple of day
do what we have to do."
Sund, Mavericks vice pre
of operations, said "thi
probably good for Roy
good for the team. We
have loved to have Roy
became a distraction. It
the point where if he w
going to follow the pre
treatment then he need
third strike. It would have
a trying situation with h
the Mavericks this year."
Derek Harper said he
"mixed emotions"
Tarpley.
"We tried to help but
become a distraction, and
ple were a little tired of th
ati on," Harper said. "My
bleeds for him. "
Rolando Blackman said it
shame to see Tarpley toss
$3 million.
"The important thing n
for him to get his life str ·
Blackman said. "I was
surprised but we have to
all behind us now. " T
who also missed team p
on Sunday and Monday,
to take a drug test as requ'
the league. The troubled
ward had been treated o
other occasions for dru
and, according to league
is permanently suspended
a third violation.
The other players sus
for failing drug tests were:
Drew, Lewis Lloyd, Mi
Ray Richardson, D
Washington, Chris Wash
and Wiggins. Lloyd, Rich
and Wiggins were reinsta

Professional ·Football
Standings and Schedul
National Football
NFC
East
Washington 7 0
Dallas
5 2
N.Y. Giants 4 3
Phoenix
3 4
Philadelphia 3 4
Central
Detroit
5 I
4 2
Chicago
3 4
Minnesota
1 5
Green Bay
I 5
Tampa Bay
West
New Orleans 6 0
Atlanta
3 3
L.A Rams
3 3
2 4
San Fran.
AFC

League

0 1.000
0 .714
0 .571
0
.429
.429
0

0

.833

0
0

.667

0
0

0
0
0
0

.429
.167
.167

1.000
.500
.500
.333

Buffalo
Miami
New York
New England
Indianapolis
Central
Houston
Pinsburgh
Cleveland
Cincinnati
West
Kansas City
Denver
L.A. Raiders
Seattle
San Diego

6 1 0
3 4
0
3 4 0
2 4 0

.857
.429
.429
.333

0

7 0 .000

5
3

.500

1 0
3 0
2 4 0
0 6 0
5

2

.833
.333

.000

0 .714

4 2 0
4 3 0
3 4 0
1 6 0

.66.7
.571
.429
.143

Houston at Miami, I
New York Jets at I
1 p.m.
Seattle at Pittsburgh, I
Minnesota at New
p.m.
Tampa Bay at New
p.m.
Atlanta at Phoenix, 4
Cleveland at San ·
Detroit at San Fr
p.m.
Kansas City at Denv
Los Angeles Ram
Angeles Raiders, 4 p
OPEN DATE: Dal

Thursday's Game
Chicago at Green Bay, 7:30
p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 20

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents

(one Block South of Square)

Early Bird
Special

dismissed from NB

featuring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir
by Martin B. Duberman

8 p.m. October 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19
2 p.m. October 13, 20
on the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

.S TUS
TONIGHT

III
•••

PITCHERS
$} ~ FROZEN DRINKS
7.5¢ KAMIKAZEES

$2®

Thursday, October 17, 1991

aves even series with 1-0 win
SBURGH (AP) - The
Braves finally scored, and
gh it was only one run it
h for Steve Avery.
pitched like a 21-year vetthan a 21-year-old and
ves broke their scoreless
at 26 innings on Greg
two-out double in the ninth
ug Drabek to beat the
Pirates 1-0 Wednesday
ing the ~ playoffs to a

game.
Gant scored the winning
and stared at home
a Brave crossed it - with. g third base . . :. for the first
the first inning of Game
the third 1-0 game in this
r just four previous 1-0
the 22-year history of the

winningest pitcher since the AllStar break, will try to extend
Atlanta's improbable season when
he faces 20-game winner John
Smiley on Thursday night in a
rematch of Game 3 starters.
The Pirates have played five
deciding Game 7s in their postseason history and won every time, all
in the World Series.
Avery shut out Pittsburgh on
three hits through eight innings for
a playoff record 16 1-3 consecutive
scoreless innings and Alejandro
Pena relieved to start the ninth.
Pinch hitter Gary Varsho led off
with a sinking single, was sacrificed to second and took third on a
two-out wild pitch to Andy Van
Slyke.
But Pena got his third save of the
series when, as he did in Game 2,
he stranded the tying run at third .
base in the ninth inning, getting

11

BECOMING A TRADITION AT EIU

Van Slyke to look at a changeup for
strike three. ·
Avery allowed just nine hits and
struck out 17 in his two outings. He
is 2-0 in the playoffs, 4-0 against
the Pirates this season and 20-8
overall.
"I was so nervous sitting on the
bench, I couldn't take it," Avery
said. "I don't know if I was shaking
because it was freezing or because I
was so nervous." While Avery was
overpowering Pittsburgh with fastballs, Drabek battled the Braves
with breaking balls.
Drabek showed no ill effects of
the hamstring he strained running
out a hit in Game 1 anq shut down
Atlanta on six hits for eight innings.
But in the ninth, Gant drew a
one-out walk, stole his playoff
record sixth base of the series with
two out and scored on Olson's double down the left-field line.

• Chi Is

1st PITCHER $300 , REFILLS $1 00
&.. YOU KEEP THE PITCHER
BRING LAST WEEKS PITCHER OR .
ANY SIMILAR SIZE PITCHER
&.. RECEIVE $1 00 REFILLS
(1st PITCHER $200 )
COME SEE OUR NEW CHANGES &..
OZZ PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE SONGS.
· .•

ajority vote, the threeittee ruled that each
~ing syndicate must
its yacht by 5 p.m. on
, the day before the
ger Selection Series
ce they've identified
ts, challengers cannot
boats throughout the
nals.
·nner of the challenger
1 advance to the 28th
s Cup Match beginning
gainst either Dennis
the
defending
's Cup skipper, or Bill
America3. The defendgin Jan. 14.
America's
Cup
g Committee, set up
efending San Diego
b, earlier had demandhallengers abide by a
etation of the centueed of Gift and have
presented for inspec. 20.
gives

challengers more time to prepare
their boats and possibly to have
new boats delivered before the
trials start.
The San Diego Yacht Club,
on the other hand, isn't required
to select its boat until the morning of the first race of the final
series.
The trustees meeting was convened at the request Of the
ACOC and the Challenger of
Record Committee, which represents the 10 challengers from
nine countries. The CORC had
threatened a boycott if the date
wasn't pushed back.
Challengers were pleased for
the principle of the decision as
well as the preparation time they
· .
gained.
"f thfok that if you look at 'the ;
negative rather than the positive,
it would have been difficult for
some of the challengers to evaluate the newest boats before
having them named," said Stan
Reid, chairman of the CORC.
"We had a principle we felt
we were on about, and that principle was we had fulfilled all the
requirements when we put in
notice of challenge. I don't think
the issue is all that big. But it's
nice to have decision come
down on our side." Reid pointed

DUFFY

MESH EN KY

r--,
eJ:Jm I
I
MIDNIGHT SNACK•
DOLLAR BACK•
Buy any footlong and a
small drink and get

$1.00 OFF
Between
midnight and ·2:00 a.m, any
Friday and Saturday.

TO SAVE!
aily Eastern News
oming Edition
MORROW

~:

.

• OFFER GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY
• ONE OFFER PER COUPON
• CANNOT BE USED IN COMBINATION WITH
ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OFER (INCLUDING SUB
CLUB CARDS)

West Park
Plaza

348-SUBS

.

PANTHER
LOUNGE
~

-1TONIGHT1

I
I
I

o12~s

I
I
I

.·

CPA Revie"."
At

Jerry's Pizza
4:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Thursday, Oct. 17th
FREE FOOD & REFRESHMENTS!
Information For The Feb. Classes
in Charleston Will Be Available
1-800-274-EXAM

r----------------------~

: 1-' AT
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TE D'S

Thursday

1-7':

f}.:t !

~Q.B. NITEJ
u
~
~ 64 oz. Pitchers $1 50 ~
25¢ HOT DOGS & POPCORN

P

also

$1°0 --Mixers
Prize Drawings

NO COVER

I
1

(8-10w/coupon)

I
1
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CARRY-OUT SPECIAL ••

:

AP&SKEET
Congratulates

:-:;

Will Sponsor A Pizza Party

out that the decision actually
buys challengers only about
three weeks of additional preparation time because the boats
must be measured and certified.
"It really isn't a huge matter,"
said Jerry La Dow, executive
director of Team Dennis Conner.
"The advantage to them is that it
gives them more time to trial
horse their· latest-generation
boats to find out which is best
before they declare them."
Conner has yet to raise enough
money for a second boat. Koch
has two boats and expects a
third.
The Italian syndicate 11 Moro
di Venezia, on the other hand, is
expected to have its fifth ·boat in
San Diego by mid-January. . ,
"This is very good for the
fairness of the America's Cup,"
said Stefano Roberti, spokesman
for 11 Moro di Venezia. "I think
the decision showed that the
challengers were right, especially considering that on the
Trustees Committee we have
one voting member who's supporting the San Diego Yacht
Club and the ACOC. We hope
the ACOC won't raise such
obnoxious questions like these
another time."

team. Don't you think you should learn the facts
about a person before you judge a him on one
game? ·
The only advice I have for any fan who wants
to criticize a coach that has accomplished as much
as Cizo Mosnia has, is to stay home. I'm sure the
coach and the rest of the team would not be
deeply hurt if you did not show µp to cheer them
on.
-Ken Ryan is a staff writer for The Daily Eastern
News.

..

cHNVISfRACCO~o:~i~:r ~::ENTS

•~
•From page 12
trying to use two big guys in the lineused Robert Tomic and Vinco Kucinic
t half. Tomic was having a fine game,
ame ill and was forced to sit out the
. He was not benched, as one wannalieved.
strikes me funny that a person who
en have the guts to print his name on a
sit back behind his pen and paper and
coach's mentality to lead a winning

:·
::::

erica's Cup challengers get reprieve
DIEGO (AP) gers for the America's
ed a moral victory on
ay when the Trustees
pushed back by more
onth the date by which
t name their competing

"PITCHER NIGHT"

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

:

: A Large (16") ,:
i Sausage Pizza !

! .
I

!

$6.95

1·

Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Wee~
Offer Exi)tres April 30, 1992

!
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909 18th Street
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348-7515
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Baseball recruits ranked 3
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

Bombs Away
Eastern uqarterback Jeff Thorne unleashes a pass in practice
Thursday at O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers .ho.st Illinois State at
2 p.m. Saturday .

The Eastern baseball program
has received a big honor months
before the season has even
begun.
The Panther recruiting class
has been ranked 35th in the country, according to the national publication Collegiate Baseball. In
the Oct. 11 edition, the magazine
rated Eastern ahead of every
Illinois school except Southern
Illinois, which was ranked 33rd.
Head coach Dan Callahan was
pleased with the ranking.
"It is nice to be noticed for
·your efforts," Callahan said. "It '
gives the program a little bit of a
boost and some extra publicity."
Dan Callahan
Eastern was ranked higher than
took
part
in the College World
any other Mid-Continent team.
Series.
But Callahan is not about to start
Davis, originally from Rend
claiming the Mid-Con crown.
"It is nice on paper, but it does Lake Community College in Ina,
absolutely nothing," . Callahan will compete for the right field or
said. "You still have to perform designated hitter position with
on the field and perform as a incumbent Lance Aten.
"He transferred to Southwest
team."
Missouri
but things did not work
Callahan believes this is the
out
there,"
Callahan said .
best recruiting class he has had in
his three years as the Eastern "Eastern was a close second to
coach. He lured six players to the Southwest Missouri. Fortunately,
Eastern program and thinks all of he thought enough of Eastern to
them may be able to help out come here."
Smith, out of Belville West
immediately.
"Each recruit has a chance to High School, passed over Eastern
jump in right away and cpn- l.ast year and went on to the
Division I program at Clemson.
tribute," Callahan said.
Two recruits are transfers from Smith did not receive enough
other schools. Tod Davis is an playing time with the Tigers and
outfielder- designated hitter who decided to transfer to Eastern.
"We had tried to recruit him
transferred from Southwest
Missouri State and Tad Smith is before," Callahan said. "Almost
an infielder from Clemson, which any high school kid would love
won over 60 games last year and the chance to go to a program

like Clemson."
Smith will compete f
in the infield this spring.
"We have a lot of ve
the infield," Callahan
may come down to wh
swinging a hot bat."
Other recruits on thi
squad are Joch Martin,
Salazar, Joe Johnson,
Huchel.
Martin is an outfield
out of Harlem High S
Rockford, and was selec
Chicago Tribune All-S
"We have a surplus
returning outfielders,"
said. "Martin may co
more on the mound th
outfield this year. But
become a very good ou
the future."
Salazar is an infiel
Peoria Manual.
"He is decent defensi
he showed this fall that
over matched at the
Callahan said. "Beforo
said and done he may p
spot."
Johnson and Huchel
pitchers. Johnson is fro
Lutheran in Chicago an
transferred from La
· Community College last
Callahan and his s
done recruiting, havin
almost 20 junior colle
fall.
.
"We don't have the
budget as some scho
Callahan smd. "So we try
harde'r."
Callahan and the Pan
try to improve upon the'
record of a year ago w
take the field this spring.

Mosnia hasn't done
much for-boote~s
Spikers ready for long road tr
I sure wish that we had a soccer coach here
at Eastern that knew what he was doing!
. Eastern head soccer coach Cizo Mosnia
has been at the helm here for eight seasons
and he really has not accomplished a whole
lot. He has giuded the Panthers to four MidContinent Conference titles and a record of
70-46-15. The Panthers, under the leadership
of Mosnia, have had only two losing records
and are looking to keep that stat intact this
year, as they have jumped out to a 7-4 record.
But Mosnia really hasn't done much for Ken
Ryan
this institution has he?
He has coached 15 All-Midwest Region
and 24 All-Conference selections and has been named the league's
Coach of the Year four times. He has also coached six Eastern players who have continued their soccer careers at the professional
level, including four who are active. Fullback Greg Muhr, who was
a four-year starter under Mosnia, was drafted by the St. Louis
Storm of the Major Soccer League and was selected to the All-Star
team in just his second season in the league.
If you ask me, coach Mosnia has accomplished a whole lot while
at Eastern. Last season the Panthers finished the season with a 5-112 record. The team only scored 23 goals all year. But do you think
that Cizo panicked? Hell no! He went out and recruited a number
of freshmen who could help the team immediately and this year
Eastern is back in the hunt for another Mid-Con title.
Paul Agyeman, who is Eastern's second leading scorer this year,
Angelo Sestito, Ricardo Tovar and Robert Tomic have all played
and contributed a great deal to the Panthers as freshmen. Without
them I dori't think Eastern would be 7-4 this year.
With these qualifications as a coach, ·I don't think any sideline
coach has the right to criticize a person because of one game. Sure
the team has run into some problems. I know that you can't fix
something that is not broken, but it doesn't hurt to try something
that might work better, does it?
One game in particular, (an Eastern 3-1 loss to Western Illinois),
•Continued on page 11

By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Eastern 's volleyball team
tips off a three game road trip
Thursday when the Lady
B illikens from St. Louis
University host the Lady
Panthers.
This is the longest road trip
of the year for the 8-12 Eastern
squad. Coach Betty Ralston
said it is important to start off
on the right foot with a win
over the Lady Billiken volleyball team which is 4-12.
Gateway Conference play
opens Friday at Southwest
Missouri State University and
Saturday Eastern travels to
Wichita State to close out the
weekend trip.
As far as the weekend is concerned, sophomore outside hitter Susie Green said, "It's very
important considering we have
two conference matches. We
have to get that good morale,
then we can get some confidence on the court."
Although SLU is not in the
Gateway Conference, Ralston
said a win would be a good
stepping stone going into conference play.
Ralston added that the SLU
match up will give her team

Betty Ralston
another chance to play together
with its new offense before the
conference play. She also said
this will be the first test with
the new line up due to junior
Lori Olson's absence. Olson
·will not make the trip due to
personal business.
"We have to play well
Thursday. This is the first experience for the new line up,"
Ralston said. "We have to make
sure everyone is comfortable
with the new line up."
· Green said, "The down point
of the road trip is that Lori
(Olson) won't be there. We've

work on playing every
going to need some t'
work on the new offense.
"We definitely need
two out of the three
this weekend," said Ra!
would prefer to win th
the conference matches,
settle for a split (agai
Gateway schools)."
Last season, the
Billiken volleyball team
ed the Lady Panthers, 11
15, 15-8, 12-15.
· Coach Ralston said
not know very much
SLU's team. She said fl
Billiken coach Sue Ke!
the former volleyball c
Liberty College. Libe
Eastern played each ot
season in the West Vi
KFC Classic in which
Panthers won the match
games. Kelly declined
ment about her new te
"She probably know
about us than we do abo
because she coached at
when we saw them last
West Virginia," Ra-slton
"They haven't done
against Gateway sch
Raslton said. "We want
win, but that's not.our
concern this weekend."

